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ABSTRACT
Motivation is the normal state of the individual, and

the language teacher is responsible for identifying the individual
nature of the student's motivation and directing it through his
design of learning activities. The personal goals of the students
should be kept in mind; the subject matter should be what interests
the student, and the characteristics of the students must be
considered. The teacher should use imagination in curriculum planning
and should adapt and adjust the curriculum to his own students. The
language teacher must know how to use the motivation which already
exists to increase the student's knowledge of the new language.
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Bow often we bear teachers complaining about their

students:

"What can I do? They just lack motivation."

This of course is an impossible statement. Every

living organism to survive must have some motivation.

Prymier has defined motivation as "that which gives

direction and intensity to.behavior."" This type of

definition emphasizes the feet that little is known about

motivation which, in psychological terms, is a construct

inferred from the way am organism behaves. (By the

direction and intensity of the behavior we infer something

about the inner state of the organism, and in order to be

able to discuss and investigate this "something" we call

it motivation."

This paper was presented at the =SOL Cci vention

nardh 1971.



2.

The complaint: "Majust have no motivation to

may be a more accurate description

of the behavior of some students in school, but even this

statement usually reflects a lack of realization on the

part of the speaker of the complex and individual nature

of motivation. Certain experiments have been performed

where teadhers had the opportunity to instruct by way of

an intercom system fictitious students and then saw their

supposed work. These experiments have shown that the

teacher's conviction about the degree of intensity of a

student's motivation may reflect the picture the teacher

has created for himself of this particular student rather

then the student's actual psychological state.
2. The

students to whom our teacher is referring in the complaint

just viced may not lack motivation to learn to speak

English but may have found what seems to the teacher to be

sastandard, or evenincorrect, Engliah quite sufficient

for their communicative purposes in the community in which

they live. This may also be the only variety of English

they hear from those with whom they wish to identify:

parents or neighborhood. associates. All indispensable

communication, as far as they are concerned, may take

place in Spanish or Turkish or Navajo. The real problem

for the teaoher maY be: 9.1t.AlE4MalgLIEM.22_1121111119n



to learn wh t I teach in_m_Eaglish class."

So the queetion,

is not well formulated, nor is the question: "How can

I motivate mY students to learn?" Our students may not

appear to be learning what we are earnestly trying to

teach them, but every organism nevertheless is contin

ually learning.As John Holt tries to dhow in How Children

Fail, our students may be learning in our classrooms to

protect themselves from embarrassment, from humiliation

and from other emotional concomitants of f ilure. they

may be learning to give WI "the rimht answer and the right

chatter."36 According to Postman. and Weingartner "a

classroom is an environment and ... the way it is organized

carries the burden of what people will learn from itq"

consequently, some of our students may be learning from our

classrooms that the use of English is a rathsr meaningless

mechanical activity, or even that it is a vehicle for a

teadher's monologues. In either case it would seem to them

clearly unrelated to their own concerns or interests.

There are two main strands of psychological thoueat

on the question of motivation:5' tha hedonistic strand

which includes the various theories of reinforcement or

reward, and ths ego-involvement atrand in whiah the indi
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self-image and level of aspiration play the

determining role.

The hedonist c approach goes back at least as far

as Thorndike's Law of Effect It is discernible in the

explanations of many psychologists and notably in those

which emphasize reinforcement or reward, and in the

pleasure principle of Freud. According to this approach,

the individual organism in its relations with the environ-

Iment is continually seeking to safeguard a state of

equilibrium or balance of tension which it finds pleasurable.

'Excess of motivation disrupts this balance awl causes

increase in tension which the organism actively seeks to

reduce by purposeful goal-directed behavior. Just as

excess of motivation is painful to the organism, so is

frustration in its goal-seeking efforts which prevents the

organism from regaining its state of equilibrium. IA this

view, motivation can be looked upon as a continual process

of individual adjustment to the environment. The individual

actively seeks expcfeiences which are pleasurable and avoids

those which are painful. This parsimonious view of motivation

would seem to provide a straightforward guideline for the

classroom teacher. Unfortunately, because of the complexity

of the inner state of each organism what is pleasurable for

ona is not necessarily pleasurable for another, and the



teacher must keep these individual differences in mind.

Basically this view would indicate that the teacher

should capitalize on the learner's motivated state by

keeping the work within the capacity of each student so

that he experiences success which is tension-reducing and

rewarding This is the basis of the programmed learning

approach. In a well-designed pr4Jgrammed text attainable

goals, clearly discernible in carefully elaborated steps,

act as incentives and, as each is completed, the sttident

is given immediate confirmation of the correctness or

incorrectness of his response. This continual feedback

provides reinforcement of what has been learned so that

each student is motivated to continue to reproduce responses

which have been rewarded and to put forth effort in the

hope of experiencing further reinforcing success. Ideally

such a stage can te reached by eaah student only in a

completely individualized program where each person proceeds

at his own pace. Unfortunately completely individualized

work as presently developed in programmed texts or

computer-assisted-instruction appears to conflict with

'the concept of language as primarily a vehicle of

:communication in Which at least two persons by their

'interaction influence and modify eadh other's production.



We must wait for further technological development of

audio components and more imaginative programming before

this disability can be overcome. In any case sophisticated

materials of this type are still beyond the financial

capacities of most schools. In the average classroom

the teacher does the beet he can in distributing rein-

forcement within the class group, or within smaller groups

tor particular activities, hoping in this way to shape

behavior progressively in the direction he desires. The

result is a classroom largealy teacher-dominated as the

teactLer seeks to manipulate the environment to provide

the most favorable conditions for inducing correct

language behavior on the part of as many of the students

as possible.

The sec nd distinctive view of motivation which is

r fleeted in much modern writing on edu ational problems

maintains that the individual is contirually seeking that

which enhances his self as he perceive it,

he is strttring to achieve what he perceives

The student then, motivated at first in

non-specific *Ivy in agy situation--in othor

ready to take from any situatf.on what there

him. This initial motivation energizes and

student's behavior1 causing him to attend t

that is, that

as his potential.

a general,

words', he is

is in it for

directs the

and foaus on



what is new in his envi onment. This attention is

facilitative of learning but must be caught and men-

tained. It is at this stage that the teacher uses

interest-arousing techniques to involve the student.

The student is more readily involved if the teacher

builds on areas of concern to him at his particular stage

of development, thus making the new lerxi.ng meaningful

and increasing its incentive value. Many psychologists

bolieve that the human organism possesses certain autonw.

omous impulses such as curiosity, the desire to know and

to understand, the desire to plc), and explore and the

impulse to manipulate features of the environment These

provide raw material with which the teacher can work to

interest the studenv in the learning process. Through

success in language activities ana through the satisfaction

of recognized and recognizable achievement the student comes

to take an interest in the subject for its own sake (that

is, aa intrinsic interest in learning to know and use

English) and what is sometimes called a cognitive drive

which is self-sustaining then develops.5° The development

or such an interest in learning English for its own sake

is, of course the final aim of the teacher or English and

the best assurance that the student will continue to learn



and to seek opportunities to use English after the class oom

has ceased to provide his learning environment.

In this latter view, a student's reaction to a stim-

ulus is not predictable from the external conditions as

. the teacher sees them, but is determined by the student's

individual perception of reali17. The student may perceive

a particular situatiaa as a threat and withdraw from it or

react unpredictably to counteract it This is likely to

happen quite frequently In an authoritarian classroom and

many English,teaching classrooms are authoritarian: wthe

teacher knows 2nglish well, the student does not, and

therefore the teacher is always ri ht and always correcting

the student. In such situations many a student is forced

to adapt strategies to protect his self-image

even, in some cases, to the extent of preferring to be

wrong in the first place because at least in this way ha

knows where he stands and the outcome is less painful

Another student may set himself unrealistic goals which

he cannot possibly attain because certain failure which he

can blame on someone else is less damaging for him than

unexpected failure where he expected to succeed. The teadher

who understands this personal character of motivation can

help individual students to set themselves attainable goals,

no matter what their degree Of a titude thus building up



their sei ontidence an increasing tber motivation.

Whichever approach to motivation we accept (and as

classroom teachers we can learn something of value from

each of them),6* it Ix clear that motivation is a normal

state of the individual. It is for the teacher to identify

its individual character and channel it through bis design

of learning activities. Of itself, motivatior is merely

raw material.

In the scope of this paper I can coLe.tder only a few

of the implications of the theoretical positions described,

but in each case I shall show how classroom practice in a

particular situation will be affected if what is known about

motivation is kept in mind.

First of all, the,student is motivated to learn. We

begin, whether we realize it or not, with a motivated

organism in front of us. But what, we must adk ourselves,

is this student motivated to learn? Perhaps he is m6tivated

to learn enough English to communicate his needs, but not

to slog away at uninteresting exercises.

But aren't these exercises necessary the teacher ray

ask. What does "learning Daglish" consist of?

learning to pronounce certain sounds in

certain environments;
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learning to use c rtatn lexical items in

certain contexts;

- 1 arning to manipulate certain patterns which

we can then incorporate into more extensive

patterns to express the fullness of our

meaning;

--learning to recognize sound-symbol relationships;

--learning to extract meaning from sound or. graphic

sequenoes?

As listed, these activities may seem quite irrelevant to

Maria or George.

So we narrow dawn our aims more and more1 and we state

our bettsvioral objectives very precissly; we want Maria

and Georae

--to learn to distinguish /I/ from lu and to

learn to pronounce "f7

--to learn to aak an information or a yes-no

question;

--to learn the parts of the bo

;Maria or George may still not be motivated to learn what
1

!the teacher bas prepared. It is tine for the teacher to

t"state behavioral objectives" but Maria and George will

still not learn unless they see these objectives as relevant

to their personal goals. Maria may want to be able to buy

10



ome potato chips without being adked to repeat what she

!said over and over again. George may want to be abIe to

aa: the price of a comic book or to find out how a

battery-powered fire engine works. Garmelita may want

'to be able to say "Mhat's ball."

How do we achieve our behavioral objectives and

those.of our students? For some teachers an exercise is

an exercise is an exerc se (or a drill is a drill is a

!drill) All exercises or drills) can be personalized.

;Only if distinguiahing ay and /tfi are seen as communi-

'cation problems will Maria be interested, and pronunciation

problems can be treated in a communication situation. So

can parts of the body, but not in the old format where

the teadher akks: "Do I have two heads? Do you have

three feet?" This is not even a pretence at authentic

communication. A game of Simga SAYS where children have

to touch or "move parts of the body in the rapid sequence

of the competition is a communication situation. Listening

to something to which one has to react by dra something

or doing something is communication. Reading something to

find out information for one's own interest or in order to

tell someone else something is communication. A student

Who says: 'Where are you going tonight?" to another
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student and expects a reply is learning to communicate.

If he says exactly the same worth in a mechanical fashion

as part of a drill or dialogue because the teacher says this

is what he should do, he is learning to do an exercise:

he is learning to give "the right answer and the right

chatter." This psychological difference is crucial.

Remember that the student learns from the classroom, from

your structuring of the learning activities, whether

"Rnelidh is for communication or not. He learns whether

it is part of his reality or just some tedious, artificial

chore which someone "up there" has ordained he must perform.

Ekercises, oral or written, should always be framed as

commnnicatioli exercises: with a credible sequence of

ideas and with some relevance, to the class gragp and

the class situation (which are the child's reality during.

his school years). If you ladk imagination, learn to

involve that of your students. Remember that a student

whose interests and concerns are considered respectable

and worthwhile in the cl;:, sroom develops an enhanced

perception of himself whidh increases his motivation to

involve himself tn purposive behavior within the class

group.

What about the child's impulses to play, to explore,

to manipulate? These can certey be harnessed to the



language ()etcher's endeavor. Recently I saw a first

grade class in an elementary school bilingual project

practicing the full paradigm in Spanish of the verb

"to go"-.1 go, you go, he goes, we all goy.. A. few

minutes earlier they had all been lying onsets for their

rest period. What an opportunity was being missedi

Children of this age love to imitate and mimic. They

love make-believe and they identify rapidly with roles

which they act out with great enthusiasm. They love

movement and they can hardly curb their desire to express

themselves vocally. They love stories with much repetiti n

and they insist on each story being repeated exactly as

before. Repetitive rhymes and songs are their delight.

Instead of look-and-listen activities, or even listen-

and-repeat activities, they become absorbed in listen-do-

ameALlanxialga where they concentrate on the active

meaning of what they are saying. And they pretties

spontaneously at home, showing Mummy and Daddy how it is

done, and proudly singing their new song to aunts and

uncles. What an opportunity was being missed in that

olaBsroom by an elementary school teacher who, suddenly

asked to teach Spanish, could think only of how she was

taught long ago, instead cf exploiting her knowledge of

the characteristics and interests of the young child.

ia
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(In this class too, may I add, many of the children

spoke Spanish as a mother tongue.)

It is not only very ynung children who learn th=ough

movement. Many students from lower socio-economio levels

where the home environment is not verbal aad abstract

respond to concrete material for which they see an immediate

application. They enjoy learning words and phrases which

they eau employ immediately in the context of the class

or with other children--in the neighborhood or in the

school ground. They also learn through activity: through

seeing, hearing, touching, manipulating, and through

role-playing. The teacher should une visual presentations

(flaah cards, drawings, projected material); things

students can hold, open, shut, pass to eadh other; music

songs with tapes, guitars, drums; action songs, action

poems. The vocabulary taught should be practical; the

characters and incidents they hear or read about should

never appear to be "prissy" or effeminate. By building

on the known characteristics of different types of

students we are using their existing motivation for our

pedagogical purposes.

We must find out what our students are interested

in. This is our adbject matter. AA language teachers

we are the most fortunate of teachersall subjects are

ours. Whatever the children want to communicate about,

14



whatever they want to eLd about, is our subject matter.

The "Informal classroom" we hear so much of these days?'

is ours if we are willing to experlment. Do our students

watch T.V.? This we can use by incozporating material

they are all watching into our classroom programs. The

'essence of ianguage teaching is providing conditions for

language le -using the motivation which exists to
0

increase our student's knowledge of the new language:

we are limited only by our own caution, by our own

hesitancy to do whatever our imagination suggests to us

to create situations in which students feel involved--

individually, in groups, whichever is appropriate for

the age-level of our students in the situation in which

wy meet them. We need not be tied to a curriculum

created for another situation or another group. We must

adapt, innovate improvise, in order to meet the student

where he is and dhannel his motivation.

As we design our program it should be possible to

involve students in the selection of activities according,

to their personality preferences. Should all students,

even the inarticulate be expected to want to devylop

primarily the speaking skill? Some children reared on

television msy feel more at ease if allowed to look and

listen with oral partici stion until they feel

15
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the urge to contribute: these children will learn far

more if allowed to develop according to their cwn

personality patterns than if they are forced to chatter

when they have nothing to say. Teachers, too, should

be aware of psychological research which shows that

native language development proceeds at a different rate

for girls and bays,8 with the girls advancing more

rapidly, and that the effect of this difference is

aumulattve. At certain stages, then, one may expect

girls to express themselves orally more readily than

boys and this again affects differentially their reaction

to chattering in a foreign laaguage. Some students may

prefer to range beyond the rest of the class in reading

and for such children graded reading material for indi-

vidual selection, covering a wide variety of topics

should be readily available.

Such individualization of choices requires imag

tive planning by the classroom teacher who shauld be

willing and ready to go beyond a uniform diet for all

comers as soon as Children's individual styles of

learning make themselves apparent. An experimental

stlay reported, by Politser and Weise shows that "better

results were obtained by tha pupils of those teaChers

who went beyond the proc dures strictly prescribed by

16



the curriculum, teachers who were concerned with supplementing

the curriculum rather than merely implementing it." It

seems, according to this report, that "the efficiency of

the individual teacher increase(d) with the amount of his

Dersonel stake and psrsonal contribution to the instructional

processe8. "9. Gan this be less so for the student himself?

We know that involvement in personally selected tasks is

intrinsically motivating to normal students. This further

source of motivat'_on wa muerc not neglect if we wish to

channel the student's natural energies.

Ausubel has pointed out that "motivation is as much an

10.effect as a cause of learning. 1, The relationshiv betw6

the two, he says, is "typically xeciprocal rather than

unidirectional."11* By this he means that when we capi-

talize on the student's initial motivation, focus it, and

direct it into satisfying ego-enhanoing learning experiences

then this satisfaction motivates the student to further

learning along these lines. Nothing breeds success like

success. As one meaningful learning task after another is

mastered the attractiveness of the tasks increases and tbe

student is motivated to "practice, rehearse, and perform

What be has already learted."121 What more could we seek

as language teachers?

In all of this who is the experimenter It is not

the expert nor the consultant but the classroom teacher--

17
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the teacher who one day bays to himself: "I think I'll

reorganize what I have been ioing and see if some of these

things I have been hearing really work." Progress in

improvement of the.conditions for learning comes not

through funded projects here and there but through the

thousands, the millions of classrooms in operation every

hour of the week. There has been mudh enthusiasm in

recent years for educational improvement, but from a

study of same two hundred and sixty classrooms Goodlad

concluded In 1969 that "most of the so-called educational

reform movement has been blunted on the classroom door."13

What of the bilingual program? What of the English as a

second language and second dialect programs throughout

the country? Their fate too lies behind the classroom

door. In other words they are your personal responsibility.

Think of this next time you go into your classroom.
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